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Viewdle

Face recognition based 
media indexing, search, 
navigation and editing







Media indexing

We find 

people in 

photos & videos



Performance

Accurate

Fast

Scalable

Easy to use 









Viewdle Video Indexing

We find 

people in 

video



Why we search people in video?

People names are one of 
most typical words used in 
search queries



Performance

Accurate

Fast

Scalable 

Easy to use



Video indexing workflow

Video 1 indexing &
faces agglomerative

clustering

Manual 
face tagging

Video 2 indexing &
faces agglomerative

clustering

Automatic face
 suggestion/tagging
(face recognition)

Fusion &
Search index 

creation

Person DB
population

Other modalities



Search workflow

Search within index 
of tagged or recognized 

videos

Play video 
from moment of

person appearance

Provide 
navigation by

person appearances



Technology applications

 Video& photo archive search

 Personal media search

 Improved media sharing 
experience for desktop and 
mobile

 Augmented reality

 Video editing



Technology applications

continued

 Search engine optimization

 Content filtering

 Security



Face based search advantages

More relevant results than 
from text

Pointing to exact position in 
video



Not relevant OCR



Problems in video

 Low video quality (Youtube 420x300)

 Low quality faces even in high
quality videos

 Complex lighting, facial expression,
pose, occlusion (microphone or cup)

 Large # of persons to recognize

 Similar looking people



Digital TV not ideal



Faces clustering challenge



How we solve problems?

 Cascaded detectors 
and recognizers

 Large set of manually created 
ground truth data(> 70k 
images)

 Automated detectors and 
recognizers thresholds 
optimization 



Video Processing Performance

 Accuracy: Recall 65+%, Precision 
95+%  

 Realtime processing



Reuters Demo

 http://reuters.viewdle.com



Search page



Exact person selection



Video selection



Opening video at position



Video navigation by people





Photo vs Video challenges

 Face detect is slower (images are bigger 
dimensions, good faces can be smaller)

 Rotated and profile faces are harder to pick up 
(in videos they frequently can be tracked from 
frontals)

 More reliable face feature detection required

 Less # of faces require better face similarity 
function

 Face clustering heuristics are more important

http://apps.new.facebook.com/videofriends


Photo improvements done

 Added profiles

 Improved speed

 Multi-cascaded scheme for different rotations

 Improved general recall/precision

 Added face grouping heuristics

 Bring to production Photo-Video SDK

 Mobile specific tech tuning� 



Photo SDK demo



Mobile Demo



Things to improve

 Face detection recall/precision (improving 

training set)

 Feature detection improvement

 Profiles recognition

 Clustering heuristics tuning

 Speed improvement



Conclusion

 Viewdle provides quality 
product & technology for media 
indexing, search and navigation

 Viewdle creates new user 
experiences never existed 
before


